The all NEW! Predator® XS is designed with extra features that surpass all preconceived notions of performance and value. These groundbreaking standard features include Select Stretch which allows you to quickly select from either 200% or 250% pre-stretch gear ratios, Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1200 PLC, fast film feed and automatic film cutting at the end of the wrap cycle.

All the performance, features, and value built in.

- **Select Stretch** quick change system with 250% and 200% fixed-gear pre-stretch
- **Automatic Film Cut** - save operator time by automatically cutting the film at the end of the wrap cycle
- **AFD** Advanced Film Delivery automatically adjusts to the load size and applies even film force to the load
- **Fast Film Feed** for easy and quick film threading
- **Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1200 PLC**
- **AC motors and variable frequency drives** for improved performance and reliability
- **65” Diameter, 12 RPM, 4,000 lbs. capacity turntable**
- **V Belt Drive** for quiet, dependable operation
- **Heavy Duty All-Steel Construction**
- **115 Volt, 15 Amp Electrical**
- **80” Wrap Height Capacity**
- **Fork lift portable front and rear**
- **Standard “Off-the-Shelf” components are easy to service because parts are available locally and more economical than proprietary parts**
- **Two built in wrap modes for extra flexibility to wrap your products**
- **Three modes: Up Only, Up/Down and Reset for maximum productivity**

NEW! Larger 65” diameter turntable with forklift portability front and rear

NEW! Side mounted carriage with Fast Film Feed for easy and quick film threading
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The easy-to-use Predator® XS Control Panel allows you to select:

- Wrap direction (Up Only or Up & Down) and Reset
- Top & Bottom Wraps
- Manual or Auto Turntable
- Film Carriage Auto, Manual Up or Manual Down
- Adjustable Turntable Speed
- Adjustable Carriage Speed
- Adjustable Film Force
- Integrated Power On/Off Switch, Emergency Stop button, and Start button

The Predator® XS is the next generation of value and performance.

NEW! Control Panel swivels 360° for full viewing from virtually any angle!

NEW! Side mounted carriage with Fast Film Feed for easy and quick film threading.

System Specifications

Select Pre-Stretch Gears: Choose 200% or 250% pre-stretch
Turntable Speed: Adjustable to 12 RPM
Wrap Height: to 80 inches
Motors: AC motors for lower maintenance
Drives: Variable frequency drives
Load Weight Capacity: 4,000 pounds
Electrical: 115 Volts, 15 Amps
Wrap Modes: 2 (Spiral Up/Down & Spiral Up Only)
Machine Weight: 1,350 Pounds
Available in low or high profile.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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